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KOMODO HOLLOW FIBRE THERMAL
SLEEPING BAG





SNOW GEAR
Stay warm and comfortable in temperatures as low as
-10C on your next camping or snow trip. This spacious
Komodo Hollow Fibre Thermal Sleeping Bag is filled with
a double layer of hollow fibre, providing exceptional
insulation and a soft feel. What’s more, it’s made to
last, with a Ripstop polyester outer shell that can
endure rough travels. RRP: $39 (220cm x 80cm) with
free shipping. See www.kogan.com/au



OAKLEY AIRBRAKE PRIZM GOGGLES
Oakley’s new PRIZM lenses boast a revolutionary technology that
dramatically enhances contrast and visibility. Specifically, the technology
improves the eye’s ability to perceive detail in the snow, such as
contours and texture, so users can ski or ride with more confidence.
PRIZM also works over a much wider range of light conditions than a
traditional snow lens, so there is no need to switch lenses as conditions
vary through the day. PRIZM is available in three different lens options:
Black Iridium, Jade Iridium (pictured), and Rose. RRP: from $339.95.
See www.oakley.com.au

ARC*TERYX ATOM LT VEST
This extremely versatile Coreloft
insulated vest (shown in Platinum)
functions as an outer layer in cool, dry
conditions, or as a mid layer in cool, wet
conditions. It features air-permeable side
panels to help with thermal regulation
during mid- to high-output activities.
And the light, soft-face fabric has a DWR
finish to repel moisture and good air
permeability. The vest also includes two
zippered hand pockets and an internal
chest pocket. RRP: $169.99.
See arcteryx.com

For park riders who also love pow, the Burton Trick Pony pushes
your abilities into natural terrain with a design driven by Mark
Sollors. An evolution of the critically-acclaimed Sherlock, this
tweaked true twin extends flat top all the way out to the contact
points for stepped up stability and grip from pat-down takeoff to
stomped landing. It’s an evolution in Bend that’s not quite rocker
or camber to give you better control and ollie power in either
direction, while still letting you float effortlessly with a centred
stance. Sizes available: 150, 154, 158, 162, 158W, 162W.
RRP: $599.95. See burton.com

SALOMON MEN’S
FREESKI ZERO
JACKET
This Salomon jacket
(shown in Bayou Green)
features one discreet
internal pocket, one
zip-chest pocket, one ski
pass pocket, one goggle
pocket in mesh and two
lateral zip pockets.
RRP: $349.99.
See www.salomon.
com/au/





BURTON TRICK PONY SNOWBOARD
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SALOMON MEN’S
FREESKI CADABRA
PANTS
These Salomon pants (shown
in Bayou Green) feature
an advanced Skin Dry 10K
waterproof and breathable
membrane, polyester face
fabric and lining, internal
fleece panel, fully taped
seams, mesh-lined inseam
vents, removable powder
skirt, adjustable waist and a
relaxed fit. RRP: $299.99.
See www.salomon.com/
au/

